
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of technical program management. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for technical program management

Provide got to market plans for the Sandbox infrastructure and product
offering that ensures measurability, ongoing sustainability and low TCO
Develop trusted relationships with key technology and functional leaders &
stakeholders to drive focus on the strategic program objectives and optimize
program delivery
Build, lead, mentor, motivate and coach a team of experienced technical
program and project managers responsible for providing program and
project management and support to DMPD's product development programs
and initiatives
Develop and manage the Performance Engineering product strategy and
project roadmap from inception through implementation
Lead and influence others effectively to establish clear coordination and
accountability across teams in various geographic locations
Anticipate problems, seek creative solutions, productively escalate issues,
and maximize business benefit while enabling material cost savings to be
achieved by partner teams
Understand and explain complex technical and product issues to efficiently
partner and drive adoption
Own core business processes for Performance Engineering organization such
as operational reviews, annual and three-year planning, senior executive goal
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Ensure key departmental performance metrics are defined and achieved to
support an overall commitment to continuous improvement (project
definition cycle time, on-budget, on-time)
Establish business processes and policies metrics and indicators for success
for project delivery and technical strategy

Qualifications for technical program management

Cloud based application PM/QA/RM experience focused on clients or
services
Strong understanding of development methodologies including waterfall,
agile and scaled agile
Experience managing Java, JavaScript, iOS, and Android projects
Experience with infrastructure build-out and application deployment
Bachelor's Degree or advanced degree in Computer Science, Information
Technology, Engineering, or related field preferred
Savvy with web-based documentation tools, such as Wiki, HTML, SharePoint,
MS Project


